
 

 

GENESIS – CHAPTER 1   - SEPTEMBER 2022 

 

Chapters Topic 
1-2 Creation – Adam and Eve, Garden of Eden, design and purpose of man, dominion, 

authority over the Land, Air, and Water. 
3-4 Fall – Serpent, sin, fall, consequences, provision, first sacrifice, first alter, first murder 
5-9 Flood – Noah, Angels with daughters of men, giants, mind of evil all the time 
10-11 Tower of Babel – The scattering, the source of different races, languages,  
12-23 Abraham – God selects a people to work through soley, built the alter, then dug the 

well, Melchizedek 
24-26 Issac – Beloved son – Bride imagery of Church (Rebecca), dug the well, then built the 

alter. 
27-36 Jacob – Father of the 12 tribes – Flawed but desired God’s blessing & birth right, 

sowing a reaping, wrestling God 
37-50 Joseph – Over 100 parallels with Jesus, the only man without a clear flaw in bible.  

 

Gen 1:1  In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.  

These first four words of the Bible form the foundation for faith. Believe these words, and you can 
believe all that follows in the Bible. Genesis provides the only authoritative account of creation, 
meaningful for people of all ages but exhaustible by no one. The divine record assumes the existence of 
God rather than seeking to prove it. The Bible has a special name for those who choose to deny the fact 
of God. That name is fool (Psa_14:1 and Psa_53:1). Just as the Bible begins with God, so He should be 
first in our lives. 

Gen 1:2  The earth was formless and empty, and darkness covered the deep waters. And the Spirit of 
God was hovering over the surface of the waters.  

the earth is described as being “without form and void.” 

“Darkness was upon the face of the deep” indicates the absence of God, of course. 

“Without form, and void” is a very interesting expression. “Without form” is the Hebrew word tohu, 
meaning a ruin, vacancy; “void” is the Hebrew word bohu, meaning emptiness. Notice this statement in 
the prophecy of Isaiah: “For thus said the LORD that created the heavens; God himself that formed the 
earth and made it; he hath established it, he created it not in vain, he formed it to be inhabited: I am the 
LORD; and there is none else” (Isa_45:18). Here God says that He did not create the earth “in vain,” and 
the Hebrew word is tohu, which is the same word we found in Gen_1:2. God did not create the earth 
without form and void. God created this universe a cosmos, not a chaos. This is the thing which Isaiah is 
attempting to make clear. He created it not tohu va bohu, but the earth became tohu va bohu. God 
formed the earth to be inhabited, and it was God who came to this wreck and made it a habitable place 
for mankind. 

“And the spirit of God moved.” The word for “moved” means brooded, like a mother hen broods over 
her little chicks. He brooded upon the face of the waters. The Holy Spirit began a ministry here which we 
will find Him doing again and again. It is re–creation! He comes into this scene and He recreates. This is 
precisely what He does for us. 
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You will remember that the Lord Jesus said, “… Except a man be born of water and of the Spirit, he 
cannot enter into the kingdom of God” (Joh_3:5). The water is the Word of God. Now, if you want to 
make baptism the symbol for it, that's fine. But the water means the Word of God. And the Holy Spirit is 
the Author of it. This is very important for us to see. 

Gen 1:3  Then God said, “Let there be light,” and there was light.  

Notice that God said, “Let there be light.” Ten times in this chapter we will find “let there be”—let there 
be a firmament, let there be lights, let the waters be gathered together, etc. Someone has called these 
the ten commandments of creation. This is the divine decalogue that we find here. 

“God said, Let there be light.” This is the first time we are told that God spoke. These are His first words 
recorded in Scripture. (J. Vernon McGee).  How important should it be to us to bring light?  Do you put 
that first or is it down the list? 

On the first day God commanded light to shine out of darkness and established the Day and Night 
cycle. This act is not to be confused with the establishment of the sun, moon, and stars on the fourth 
day. In 2Co_4:6 the Apostle Paul draws a parallel between the original separation of light from darkness 
and the conversion of a sinner.  (Believers Bible Commentary) 

2Co 4:6  For God, who said, “Let there be light in the darkness,” has made this light shine in 
our hearts so we could know the glory of God that is seen in the face of Jesus Christ.  

Light and the gospel compared:  They resemble each other in.. 

1. their source and Divine resemblance. 
2. their adaptation to the end designed. 
3. their purity. 
4. their inseparable connection with joy and happiness. 
 

Gen 1:4  And God saw that the light was good. Then he separated the light from the darkness.  

Is there any reference other than this where God provides the light directly (not through the sun)? 

Exo 10:22-23  So Moses lifted his hand to the sky, and a deep darkness covered the entire land 
of Egypt for three days.  During all that time the people could not see each other, and no one 
moved. But there was light as usual where the people of Israel lived.  

Rev 22:5  And there will be no night there—no need for lamps or sun—for the Lord God will 
shine on them. And they will reign forever and ever.  

Gen 1:5  God called the light “day” and the darkness “night.” And evening passed and morning came, 
marking the first day. 

Job 26:10  He created the horizon when he separated the waters; he set the boundary between 
day and night.  

There is some speculation on whether this day is a 24-hour day, given the sun, moon, and stars are not 
created until the fourth day.  I encourage everyone to have grace here, and see this as support for either 
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a young earth or an old earth creation theory.  Both positions have support, and there is no need to 
focus on argue points that are not essential to our faith in Jesus.  

Gen 1:6-8  Then God said, “Let there be a space between the waters, to separate the waters of the 
heavens from the waters of the earth.”  And that is what happened. God made this space to separate 
the waters of the earth from the waters of the heavens.  God called the space “sky.” And evening 
passed and morning came, marking the second day.  

the Hebrew word for firmament is raqia, meaning air spaces. (J. Vernon McGee) 

Prior to the second day, it seems that the earth was completely surrounded by a thick layer of water, 
perhaps in the form of a heavy vapor. On the second day God divided this layer, part covering the earth 
with water and part forming clouds, with the atmospheric layers (firmament or "dome") between. God 
called the firmament Heaven—that is, the expanse of space immediately above the earth (not the stellar 
heavens, nor the third heaven, where God dwells). Verse 20 makes it clear that the heaven here is the 
sphere where the birds fly.  (Believers Bible Commentary) 

Many speculate that this dome or layer blocked the UV rays and provided ideal atmospheric conditions 
that extended lives of men pre-flood.  This is also a key argument in support of one of the main stream 
Creationism theories. 

Gen 1:9-13  Then God said, “Let the waters beneath the sky flow together into one place, so dry 
ground may appear.” And that is what happened.  God called the dry ground “land” and the waters 
“seas.” And God saw that it was good.  Then God said, “Let the land sprout with vegetation—every 
sort of seed-bearing plant, and trees that grow seed-bearing fruit. These seeds will then produce the 
kinds of plants and trees from which they came.” And that is what happened.  The land produced 
vegetation—all sorts of seed-bearing plants, and trees with seed-bearing fruit. Their seeds produced 
plants and trees of the same kind. And God saw that it was good.  And evening passed and morning 
came, marking the third day.  

Notice: God is orderly and plans out everything on Earth for man which is His creation in His image.  The 
land and vegetation, which is key given man was called to be a vegetarian until the flood.   If He planned 
to provide for Adam and Eve even before He created them, then why do we worry about so many trivial 
needs that He already knows about? 

Gen 1:14-19 Then God said, “Let lights appear in the sky to separate the day from the night. Let them 
be signs to mark the seasons, days, and years.  Let these lights in the sky shine down on the earth.” 
And that is what happened.  God made two great lights—the larger one to govern the day, and the 
smaller one to govern the night. He also made the stars.  God set these lights in the sky to light the 
earth, to govern the day and night, and to separate the light from the darkness. And God saw that it 
was good.  And evening passed and morning came, marking the fourth day.  

It was not until the fourth day that the Lord set the sun, moon, and stars in the heavens as lightbearers 
and as means for establishing a calendar.  (Believers Bible Commentary) 
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Reflections on the sun 

In the sun, we have the most worthy emblem that the visible universe presents of Him, who, with the 
word of His power, kindled up its glories, and with the strength of His right hand established it in the 
heavens. And the analogies between the sun of nature and the Sun of Righteousness are both striking 
and instructive. 

1. In the opening scene of the fourth day we have a fine image of the advent of the Redeemer of men. 
On that morning the sun burst forth in its unveiled glories, irradiating the new-made earth, and 
revealing upon its face scenes of loveliness and grandeur which could neither be seen nor known before. 
So arose the Sun of Righteousness upon the world of mankind, an object as wonderful and as new in His 
person, and character, and office, as the great orb of day when it first came forth to run the circuit of 
the heavens—pouring a flood of light from above upon benighted humanity, and opening up to them 
views of truth, happiness, and immortality, such as the world had never known or heard before; and, 
like the solar light, while revealing all else, remaining Himself a glorious mystery. 

2. As the natural sun is the centre of the system of creation, so the Sun of Righteousness is the vital 
centre of revealed truth and religion. 

3. As the sun shines by his own light, so the Son of God poured the light of truth upon men from the 
fountain of His own mind. The instructions He imparted were neither derived from tradition nor 
borrowed from philosophy. He was a self-luminous and Divine Orb, rising upon the darkness of the 
world, shedding new light, and revealing new truths to bewildered humanity. 

4. As in the pure sunbeam we have combined all the colors of the rainbow in their due proportions, so in 
Christ we find all virtues and graces harmoniously blended in one perfect character. In Him we behold 
every principle, every affection, every impulse, in perfect equipoise. 

5. As the sunlight, on whatever foulness or corruption it may fall, remains uncontaminated, so the Son 
of Man, amid all the temptations, guilt, and depravity of earth, continued pure and unspotted. 

6. As the light of the sun is unlimited and inexhaustible, so also are the healing and saving beams of the 
Sun of Righteousness. 

7. As the sun’s law of gravitation extends over the whole solar system, so the law of love, proceeding 
from the Sun of Righteousness, extends its authority over the whole family of man. Gravitation exercises 
its dominion alike over the mightiest planet and the minutest asteroid; so the Divine law of love, with 
equal hand, imposes its obligations upon kings, and peasants, and beggars; its authority is no less 
binding in courts and cabinets than in churches and families, its voice is to be heeded no less by the 
diplomatist sent to foreign realms, than by the preacher who remains among his flock at home. To all it 
speaks alike, in the name and in the words of its Divine original, “Love one another, as I have loved you.” 
(H. W. Morris, D. D.) 
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Gen 1:20-21 Then God said, "Let the waters abound with an abundance of living creatures, and let 
birds fly above the earth across the face of the firmament of the heavens."  So God created great sea 
creatures and every living thing that moves, with which the waters abounded, according to their kind, 
and every winged bird according to its kind. And God saw that it was good.  

According to its kind is a key phrase here.  God is referring to the species. Darwin missed the boat.  
There is not scientific evidence of evolution across species.   Note, bird referenced in the bible are 
normally not good, but here he calls them good.  Later, Jesus discussed sparrows in:   

Matt 10:29-31  Are not two sparrows sold for a copper coin? And not one of them falls to the 
ground apart from your Father’s will.  But the very hairs of your head are all numbered.  Do 
not fear therefore; you are of more value than many sparrows. 

Gen 1:22-23 And God blessed them, saying, "Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas, 
and let birds multiply on the earth."  So the evening and the morning were the fifth day.  

THAT LIFE IS VARIED IN ITS MANIFESTATION AND CAPABILITY. 

1. Life is varied in its manifestations. There were created on this day both fish and fowl. Thus life 
is not a monotony. It assumes different forms. It grows in different directions. It has several 
kingdoms. It has numerous conditions of growth. 

2. Life is varied in its capability. The fish swim in the water. The fowls fly in the air; the abilities 
and endowments of each are distinct and varied. Each takes a part in the great ministry of the 
universe. The whole in harmony is the joy of man. 

3. Life is abundant and rich in its source. The waters brought forth abundantly. There was no 
lack of life-giving energy on the part of God. The world is crowded with life. The universe will not 
soon become a grave, for even in death there is life, hidden but effective to a new harvest. 

4. Life is good in its design. 

Gen 1:24-25 Then God said, "Let the earth bring forth the living creature according to its kind: cattle 
and creeping thing and beast of the earth, each according to its kind"; and it was so.  And God made 
the beast of the earth according to its kind, cattle according to its kind, and everything that creeps on 
the earth according to its kind. And God saw that it was good.  

The complexity is increasing with the days of creation building to Him making man.   

Gen 1:26 Then God said, "Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness; let them have 
dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and over the cattle, over all the earth and 
over every creeping thing that creeps on the earth."  

“Us” is a deep discussion on the on spiritual world (See the book Unseen Realm) 
 

L- LAND – Civil/Common Law – Freedom and responsibility (no injury to person or property) 
A-Air – Trust Law – God is the rightful Executor/we are trustees/beneficiaries are descendants.  
W- Water – Merchant – Admiralty Law (law of seas/later to be corporate law) 
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Using the Trust Law (AIR) illustration, God is the executor (Sovereign/Owner).  He owns the cattle on a 
thousand hills (Psalm 50:10).  We are even warned that our bodies are not our own (1 Cor 6:19-20). 

 
Gen 1:27 So God created man in His own image; in the image of God He created him; male and female 
He created them.  

What does it mean to you to be an image bearer of God?  Do your really believe your made in the image 
of God?  How would our society change if everyone believed this and acting on it? 
 
Gen 1:28 Then God blessed them, and God said to them, "Be fruitful and multiply; fill the earth and 
subdue it; have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and over every living thing 
that moves on the earth."  

The Bible describes the origin of the sexes as a creative act of God. Evolution has never been able to 
explain how the sexes began. Humanity was commanded to be fruitful and multiply. 

God gave man a mandate to subdue creation and have dominion over it—to use it but not abuse it. The 
modern crises in the earth's environment are due to man's greed, selfishness, and carelessness.  - BBC  

“And have dominion” is God's instruction to man. Adam was not just a gardener to cut the grass. Man 
was created to rule this earth. I think that Adam could control the weather just as we control the air–
conditioning in our homes. He ruled this earth. This is what we see in the Lord Jesus. When He was here 
on this earth, He had control over nature. He could say to a storm, “Be still.” He could feed a multitude 
with five loaves and two fishes. It is my opinion that Adam could have done all of that until his fall. At the 
Fall he lost the dominion that God had given him.   – McGee 

What if we were no different that the people in Joshua’s day.  We crossed the Jordan river and were told 
to possess the promise land and we would be given victory for every where we set our foot (Joshua 1:4).   
In some respects, we are, right?  We live in the only nation on earth founded in God’s principles that has 
a constitution stating we are the sovereign not a king or president.   Yet, we have not held to God’s 
words and His laws and instead have chosen to do what is right in our own eyes kicking God out of our 
government, much like in Judges 21:25. 

Who is responsible for the plight of our country today? 

 
Gen 1:29-30 And God said, "See, I have given you every herb that yields seed which is on the face of all 
the earth, and every tree whose fruit yields seed; to you it shall be for food. Also, to every beast of the 
earth, to every bird of the air, and to everything that creeps on the earth, in which there is life, I have 
given every green herb for food"; and it was so.  

It is clear from these verses that animals were originally herbivorous, and that man was vegetarian. This 
was changed after the Flood (see Gen_9:1-7). 

Gen 1:31 Then God saw everything that He had made, and indeed it was very good. So the evening 
and the morning were the sixth day.  
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The “Very Good” here denotes the distinguish between man and the rest of creation.  Also, notice God 
rests on the seventh day! 

 

Declaration of Independence 

When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political 
bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the 
separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature’s God entitle them, a decent 
respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to 
the separation. 

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their 
Creator with certain unalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of 
happiness. That, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just 
powers from the consent of the governed. That, whenever any form of government becomes 
destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new 
government, laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to 
them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. 

Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not be changed for light and 
transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience has shown, that mankind are more disposed to 
suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are 
accustomed. 

But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a 
design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such 
government, and to provide new guards for their future security. Such has been the patient sufferance 
of these colonies; and such is now the necessity which constrains them to alter their former systems of 
government. The history of the present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and 
usurpations, all having in direct object the establishment of an absolute tyranny over these states. To 
prove this, let facts be submitted to a candid world………. 


